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Abstract. If u > 0 is subharmonic on a domain ~2 in Nn and 0 < p < 1, then it is well-known that here is a constant 
C(n,p) > 1 such that u(x) p < C(n,p) 9ffV(uP,B(x,r)) for each ball B(x,r) C ~. We show more generally that a 
similar esult holds for functions ~o u where ~l/: Ii{+ --+ N+ may be any surjective, concave function whose inverse 
~1/-1 satisfies the AE-condition. 
1. If u is a nonnegative and subharmonic function on ~ and p > 0, then there is a constant 
C = C(n,p) > 1 such that 
C £(x,r) u(Y)Pdm(y)" (1) u(x)P <- m(B(x, r)) 
Here g2 is a domain in R n, n > 2, B(x, r) is the Euclidean ball with center x and radius r, and m 
is the Lebesgue measure in N n. In the case p = 1, (1) is just the familiar mean value inequality 
for (nonnegative) subharmonic functions. The case p > 1 follows from the case p = 1 with the 
aid of Jensen's inequality. The case of 0 < p < 1 has been given in [FeSt, Lemma 2, p. 172], 
(see also [Ga, Lemma 3.7, p. 121]) and [Ku, Theorem 1, p. 529], where, however, only absolute 
values of harmonic functions were considered. The proofs in [FeSt] and [Ku] are somewhat 
long. In [Ril] it was pointed out that the proof Of [FeSt] includes the case of nonnegative 
subharmonic functions, too. (See also [Ha, Lemma 1, p. 113].) For a different, but also a rather 
long approach, see [To, pp. 188-191]. Later [Pal, Lemma 2.4, p. 93], [Pa2, Theorem 1, p. 19] 
and [Ri2, Lemrna 2.1, p. 233] gave slightly more general results, with different and short proofs. 
(We use the opportunity to correct here a misprint in [Ri2, proof of Lemma 2.1, p. 233-234]: 
On p. 234 one should choose p > 1 instead of p = 1.) 
The mean value inequality (1) has many applications. Of these we mention here only the 
following: the weighted boundary behavior of subharmonic functions, see e.g. [To, p. 191], 
[Ha], [St] and [Ri2], the nonintegrability of subharmonic and superharmonic functions, see [Su], 
and the subharmonicity question of separately subharmonic functions, see [Ril]. Therefore it 
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is of interest to generalize (1) still further. We propose here the following concise result, which 
generalizes all the cited meanvalue r sults for subharmonic functions. 
2. Theorem. Let u be a nonnegative subharmonic function on f2. Let ~ : I~_ --+ ~,+ be a 
concave surjection whose inverse ~2-1 satisfies the A2-condition. Then there exists a constant 
C = C(n, ~1) > 1 such that 
c j; 
(2) (~ou)(x) <_ m(B(x,o)) (x,o) (~°u)(y)dm(y) 
for any ball B(x, p) C ~2. 
Before going to the proof, we give some preliminary remarks and observations, just for the 
convenience of the reader. 
2.1. A function ~ : R+ --+ R+ satisfies the A2-condition, if there is a constant C = C(~) >_ 1 
such that 
~(2t) < CV(t) 
for all t C ~,+. 
2.2. Suppose that ~) : ~H- --+ ~-  is a (strictly) increasing surjection. Then ~- l  satisfies the 
A2-condition if and only if there is a constant C = C(~) > 1 such that 
*(Ct) > 2~(t) 
for all t E JR+. 
2.3. A concave function ~) : ~,+ --+ ~ is necessarily nondecreasing. In fact, suppose on the 
contrary that ~(xl) > ~(x2) for some 0 < Xl < x2. Take x3, 0 < Xl < x2 < x3, arbitrarily. Since 
is concave, 
0 >_ ,(x2) - ~(xl) _ ,(x3) - , (x l )  
X 2 - -  X I X3  - -  X 1 
Since 0 _< ~(x3) _< ~)(xl), we get a contradiction letting x3 --+ oo. 
2.4. If a concave function ~ : ~_ --4 ~_ is surjective, it is also increasing, thus bijective. More- 
over, since ~)(0) = 0, the function t ~ ~ is nonincreasing and hence the function t ~ 
nondecreasing. 
2.5. The proof below is a modification of Pavlovid's argument [Pa2, proof of Theorem 1, p. 
20], combined, however, with the above observations and some additional estimates. We write 
V n = m(B(O, 1)) and use the common convention 0 .~ = 0. 
3. Proof of the Theorem. As a concave function ~ is continuous. Hence ~ o u is measurable, 
and ~ o u E £11oe (f2). Take B = B(x0, p), B C f2, arbitrarily. Since ~ o u is bounded in B, there is 
a E B such that 
(3) v(u(x) )(o - I x -  xol) n <_ 2~t(u(a)) (p-  [a-x0[) n 
for all x C B. We may suppose that ~(u(a)) > 0 and thus u(a) > 0, since otherwise the desired 
inequality (2) at x0 clearly follows. 
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Write r = ~ .  Using (3) and the fact that 
(4)  r <_ O - lY - x0h 
for y E B(a, r), one sees that 
V(u(y)) _< 2n+lv(u(a)). 
From this it follows, with the aid of the A2-property of ~-1,  that 
u(y) <_ Cn+lu(a) 
for y E B(a, r). Therefore, since C _> 1, 
u(y) < cn+lu(a) <cn+ 1 u(a_______~) 
~(u(y)) -- V(cn+lu(a)) - ~ll(u(a)) 
for y E B(a, r). Using this and the familiar mean value inequality, one obtains 
1 fB u (y )dm(y)= 1 f V (u(y ) )~dm(y  ) u(a)rn<--~n (a,r) -~nJe(a,r) ~[u[y)) 
C n+l u(a) fB(a,r)llt(u(y))dm(y). 
-- Vn ~ll(u(a)) 
Hence 
V(u(a)) l 'n  <-- cn+lvn JBf(a,r)V(u(y))dm(y). 
From this, from (3) and (4) it follows that 
2n+lc n+l t" 
v(u(x))(o-Ix-xoI) n <_ ~ JB(a,r)llt(u(y))dm(y) 
for x E B. Choosing x = x0 and remembering that B(a, r) C B, we obtain 
C / ,  
V(u(xo) ) <_ ~ Jj(u(y) ) dm(y), 
where C = C(n, ~) >_ 1, concluding the proof. [] 
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